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OCLC WorldCat lists most dissertations for most colleges and universities in the United States and Canada and a great
many from around the world. There is.

They are listed in the catalogue, and must be consulted in the Library. Only in exceptional circumstances will
access be provided to the hard copy if the digitised copy is available - requests to remove the print copy from
the external store should be made directly to the External Store Request Service. How to access a thesis
e-theses Some University of Warwick theses are available in electronic format - these will be identified in the
library catalogue as an 'e-thesis' or 'electronic resource' and links will be included in the catalogue to the
digital copy. Study Skills General Information Theses or dissertations as they are sometimes called are the
product of extended independent research by students. Students can borrow up to 3 for one month. The
SearchWorks record will indicate if there is a circulating print copy that you can check out. The database can
be searched by anyone, but individual users need to register to get access to the full text of theses. You will
need to supply the classmark which starts 'res DIS' to request hard copies of theses to consult at the Modern
Records Centre. Note that dissertations filed electronically may not be indexed. Many UK institutions support
Open Access to their theses, so download of their digital and digitised theses is free to the researcher. There is
also a public version of WorldCat. If you have further questions, send email to edissertations lists. Please note:
Some authors place restrictions on their theses which can limit access or copying. Most higher research theses
PhDs and Masters dissertations by research successfully submitted at the University of Warwick are
transferred to the University Library for use by researchers. Find dissertations and theses from other
universities Several dissertation databases are listed in SearchWorks. University of Warwick Theses Which
theses are available? The hub automatically harvests e-theses from Institutional Repositories and digitises
paper theses from participating institutions to offer the single point of access. You will need to supply the
classmark the section which starts 'res DIS' in the catalogue entry to request a thesis - staff can usually retrieve
undigitised theses from the strongrooms within 5 minutes. However, you will be informed when the thesis is
ready for collection and you can then log on to the system and download it. They may be produced at
undergraduate level e. If you need help, please contact our reference services staff or your subject librarian.
Research Methods. Where a thesis must be digitised before supply, you can expect a short delay. There are
also a couple of Internet resources that will help you find dissertations from other institutions: The Networked
Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations NDLTD Union Catalog contains more than a million records of
electronic theses and dissertations from the early s to the present. It is also possible to browse by university
department. The DART-Europe E-theses Portal provides researchers with a single European Portal for the
discovery of Electronic Theses and Dissertations, with access at the time of this writing to , open access
research theses from Universities in 28 European countries. As the Modern Records Centre is an archive and
holds many unique and historic documents, we have restrictions on what researchers can bring into the
research area - when looking at theses, you will be requested to leave your university card at the reception
desk and asked not to have food, drink or bags at your table lockers are available. If you would like to visit to
study a thesis, please check our opening times and our location. A small number of participating institutions
may not be able to offer Open Access and in this case the researcher may have to pay for the digitisation.


